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The Study Guide

Once upon a time there a boy named Tommy. He was the type of kid that would always do his homework or

study guides because he thought it would benefit him at all. (probably a trait from his home country Europe)

However, that Adjective all change today.... It was a bitterly cold morning, grass snow white, trees

dormant for the season, sub-zero. Tommy, or should I say, Mr. Popular, was walking to school. He

was verifying that he understood the content of his final test he was going to take. If you couldn't tell, he is

always very insecure about his beliefs. While heavily winds rang through the sky, it swiped the paper right out of

his hands. Tommy had the most devastated reaction on his face, he knew for sure his life was over.. But, that's if

he isn't able to retrieve his study guide. Tommy followed it all the way to a dark forest of "Nacholia". Not

knowing where he was going reacted in lots of very bad things happening to dear old Tommy. For example, He

slipped on a wet rock and ended up puncturing his left leg with a branch, ouch! Also, not being aware of

Tommy's surroundings, led him to step in a substance so magnanimously fowl, he had to leave his shoe to rot.

But there was still hope for him. He was able to relocate his guide, thankfully exiting the bad luck forest. Things

were looking good for Tommy, well that's if he gets to school somewhat before his test. At the end of the day,

Tommy was able to take his test with the excuse of a doctor's appointment. With a perfect 30/30, he held his

reputation intact. Forever thinking happened to his other black van. Maybe he should write a novel about it.
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